Spatio-temporal dynamics at rDNA foci: global switching between DNA replication and transcription.
We have investigated the in situ organization of ribosomal gene (rDNA) transcription and replication in HeLa cells. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) revealed numerous rDNA foci in the nucleolus. Each rDNA focus corresponds to a higher order chromatin domain containing multiple ribosomal genes. Multi-channel labeling experiments indicated that, in the majority of cells, all the rDNA foci were active in transcription as demonstrated by co-localization with signals to transcription and fibrillarin, a protein involved in ribosomal RNA processing. In some cells, however, a small portion of the rDNA foci did not overlap with signals to transcription and fibrillarin. Labeling for DNA replication revealed that those rDNA foci inactive in transcription were restricted to the S-phase of the cell cycle and were replicated predominantly from mid to late S-phase. Electron microscopic analysis localized the nucleolar transcription, replication, and fibrillarin signals to the dense fibrillar components of the nucleolus and at the borders of the fibrillar centers. We propose that the rDNA foci are the functional units for coordinating replication and transcription of the rRNA genes in space and time. This involves a global switching mechanism, active from mid to late S-phase, for turning off transcription and turning on replication at individual rDNA foci. Once all the rRNA genes at individual foci are replicated, these higher order chromatin domains are reprogrammed for transcription.